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About the Book 
 

Like an anchor wedged in the lake floor, Grace Stone’s heart is submerged in the past. Drowning 

in guilt over the role she played in her father's and sister's deaths, Grace prays that launching her 

water survival program at Camp Moshe will properly honor their memory and enable her to 

move on. But success depends on Grace risking everything on the man hired to rebrand the 

Christian camp. 

Kye Campton’s usual confidence wavers when his extreme sports campaign lands him in hot 

water with the cautious instructor and it becomes increasingly evident that Camp Moshe’s fight 

for survival is against more than a declining economy.  

Will Kye be able to save the camp—and Grace—from a saboteur determined to close the camp 

at any cost?  
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TITLE: In Too Deep  

Discussion:  

Question 1: How does Grace's struggle with survivor's guilt affect her?  

Answer 1: Grace believes her father and sister's deaths were her fault, therefore she cannot move 

on with her life until she properly honours their memory. 

Question 2: What does Kye find attractive about Grace? 

Answer 2: Grace is a paradox of fear and strength that intrigues him and drives him crazy. He 

loves her simplicity and her faith in the Lord. 

Question 3: Why does Grace believe she cannot have a relationship with Kye? 

Answer 3: Grace believes that she cannot be with a relationship with someone who takes risks 

and thrives on adventure. 

Question 4: What does Grace learn about God by the end of the book? 

Answer 4: Grace learns that her father's choice to sacrifice himself to try and save her sister was 

driven by love, not recklessness. It illustrates to her how God's love drove Him to sacrifice Christ 

in order to save us. 

Question 5: What does Kye learn about God at the end of the book? 

Answer 5: Kye learns that even if his ability to think outside the box and fix problems is a gift 

from God, he must use that gift in submission to God. 

Question 6: What lie does Grace believe about the world that the story proves untrue? 

Answer 6: Grace believes that a responsible man doesn't take risks but learns through Kye that 

her logic is faulty. 

Question 7: What lie does Kye believe about himself that the story proves to be untrue? 

Answer 7: Kye believes that sheer determination makes him able to fix anything on his own 

strength, but by the story's end, he must depend on a community of men to save what matters 

most to him.  

Question 8: Why does Grace feel like she has to prove herself to Kye? 

Answer 8: Grace is driven to prove her worth because of the guilt she carries over her role in her 

father and sister's death. 

Question 9: What is Grace's greatest weakness? 



Answer 9 Grace will not trust or depend on others. 

Question 10: What is Kye's greatest need? 

Answer 10: He needs someone to believe in him. 
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